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Microsoft Office Publisher - is a program which helps to create, design and 
publish high-quality documents. It gives the opportunities to prepare brochures for 
printing, forms for sending by email or publishing on the web. Due to the supporting 
tools (various masters and panels) all materials created in Microsoft Office Publisher 
will have a professional view. Microsoft Office Publisher contains a variety of 
templates sorted by categories. So it is possible to create publications and other 
documents which can be used by teacher in educational activity.  
Microsoft Publisher program helps to create typical publication on the base of 
blank templates: newspapers, brochures, calendars, catalogs, envelopes, business 
cards, invitations, greeting letters, menus, resumes and also websites. Thus, teacher 
can prepare interesting tasks, various instructional materials and use the program in 
different areas of learning process. Also, using of Publisher environment allows 
teacher to create useful visual aids intended for printing such as variants of individual 
tests, cards with assignments, puzzles, announcements, forms ets. 
We have created publication on "Chemical element" which can be used by 
teacher while such school activities as brain-ring, funny, intellectual competition, etc. 
Thus, Publisher environment is helpful for teachers, as it gives the 
opportunities for all-round knowledge using while educational activity. 
